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Abstract: In this paper we are measuring the performance of refinding queries that contains the information retrieval for
Personal Information Management System. When user needs the already searched web pages repeatedly then this search
engine provides the user interface for saving the title and the web page URL for reference .In this keyword and related
web pages are stored we can refind needed. Also search engine contains the association and clustering of context
instances.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are trying to measure the performance of
refinding queries for the personal Information Management
fundamentals. The implemented methodology gives one
search bar for finding the personal information of a user
which is previously searched and gives one database to save
the searched web pages.
Numbers of methods have been implemented for
information retrieval. Diversity of methods has been
implemented for web information for access and reuse.
Number of techniques such as bookmarks, History retrieval,
and search engines and so on are present in the proposed
system. In the existing search engine we are trying to
implement the context based search for finding the personal
information management. When user enters a query if it is
similar to a previous query it obtains the current result from
its cache. In this search engine we can also use textual
information for the particular web search such as time of
accessing, name of the author, publishing date etc. for
example. The user needs to store the title and the URL of
the searched web page in the database. The association
among the keyword and the searched web pages gives the
best result for the information retrieval.
II. RELATED WORK
Any information that we have searched may be analysed by
any web search. One of the basic themes is that information
in the Personal Information Management [1] can be
analysed in the context only.
While great efforts have been made to find the contextual
information of any user like session, place, field of work.
Context is nothing but any information that can
characterize and is relevant to the interaction between a
user and an application.Techniques that are presented for
refinding of information is explained in [1]. In this
technique Personal Information Management System is
used for the context analysis. Context for the Metadata is
presented in [12] in which properties of data contents is
incorporated and indexed for personal information
retrieval.
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Soules and Ganger [22] developed a file search engine
combining content - based search with temporal
relationships between files gathered from user’s file
operations. The main aim of this search engine is to find the
refinding queries occurrence and quality of the search
engine. A more general way for the analysis of context
creation for the system demonstration such as activity, time
and place are used for the refinding of the user searched
information [1].
Many of the techniques related with the data mining and
information retrieval contains the theme for refinding
queries. The implemented search engine contains context
creation and the web page linking to the related context
Attribute. One of the technique used in the[17] uses
Information Finding by association. The system interface is
such a designed model for the information finding by
association. It consists of multiple levels of association and
algorithms for collecting the association information and
providing answers to real-time queries.
We are also measuring the performance for the number of
context instances and the number of dimensions used for
the context instances .A comparative study of all the
refinding methodologies is presented in [16] gives the basic
idea of all the information finding systems for the analysis
of all the methods.
Information or the history finding of the user by using the
context analysis is one of the part of information refinding
but information refinding is not the just information finding
is explained in the[12].
How to improve a recall search of the user history is
implemented in the [3].That system provides the recall
capability of the user for the search history.
One of the technology used for the search engine is
explained in the [14] for researching of the web pages by
using the finding and refinding of the search pages. This
technique is useful for the web history searching
fundamentals. This system facilitates the user to search old
information and answers to conflicting information goals.
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Presented technology also contains search engine for distribution gives the result for accessing information and
information retrieval and information management with the that will help for the calculation user precisiohn and recall
help of context instances their hierarchy and context parameters.
creation for system manipulation.
E .Algorithm for refinding queries calculation
Input: A keyword to search engine.
III. METHODOLOGY
Output: A list of search web pages already searched.
A. Synthetic Data Generation
Algorithm:
Data required for gathering of information is related with 1. Create keyword for the web pages with the specific
the daily user’s information refinding on the web. Many search.
times user needs the same information repeatedly for the 2. Save web page URL, content and title in a search engine
web management or daily information management. For window.
such work the presented system contains context instances 2. For each search save the pages with the related keyword.
creation and linking of web pages.
3. Enter the keyword for search.
Context instances are managed by the values we are storing 4. Get the link pages of searched pages.
in the databases. In the implementation technique we are 5. Search the next pages with related context.
using the context based search engine that takes keyword as
a context and association of all the attributes related to that
IV. EVALUATION
context. The search engine is nothing but the one of the
In Evaluation we are measuring the performance of
form of personal information management system.
refinding queries based on the gender and the age group
B. Linking of web pages
that classify the refinding queries in different groups.
After creating the context attribute we link the repeatedly
searched web pages to the keyword. Context instances are
the objects that are used for accessing information of a
particular user. In the presented search engine the keywords
are used as a context attribute of a user for finding the
previously searched information.
Association of
clustered context can be done after finding the measure of
similarity between the context attributes.. For information
accessing the related keyword is used in the search bar and
the searched web pages are listed as a ranked list of output
pages. The information can be retrieved from the specific
database used in the implementation. The output is nothing
but the previously searched web pages by the user for
refinding of accessed information. So the system is
completely implemented for Personal Information
Management for the searched web pages.
C. Generation of Refinding queries
A group of user is used in the search engine for the
performance measurement of the refinding queries. That
group is formed by the range of age values and the gender
of the user that finds the related information. In generating
refinding request the user is repeatedly searching the
information so the system needs to understand the refinding
request parameters.
D. Context Memory Snapshot
Context memory snapshot gives the short interval of
context memory for the refinding request. Long Term
Context Memory consist of Two units Permanent and
Evolving. Permanent unit has lifelong accessing experience
and evolving unit will decay later. In performance
measurement of refinding request on age group is making
the search and system can evaluate the percentage of
accessing the gender and age group of the user. In this way
we are calculating the used percentage of gender searching
repeatedly the same information. At the same time system
also calculates the age wise percentage of same query
searched by the user in different age group. Like below
13,13-20,21-40 and above 40 and so on. The % wise
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Fig1.1 Gender graph based on the search
In all the refinding queries the group is classified into
different ranges as shown in the above Fig 1.1. The
classification gives the percentage of gender that repeatedly
accessing the same information for the web page search.

Fig1.2 Age graph based on the query to be searched.
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The classification by using the age group is also shown in
Fig 1.2 that gives the age range of users that are repeatedly
accessing the information.
In refinding queries number of methods have been
implemented that uses different algorithms for the
presented implementation.
Number of techniques are present now a days for the
re-finding of information that was previously searched
because the search methods are same for the user as
inserting the just keyword or the related word of search at
these instances context based web searching is useful.
With the technique used above the context similarity
calculation is presented as a part of web history search
engine methodologies. The basic theme of the presented
search engine is to manage Personal Information
Management System of a user searched web pages. As the
human memory is decaying. its reinforcement is necessary.
Above implemented technique is well suited for finding the
previously searched information of a user as a part of
Personal Information Management.
The graph for the search performance with the help of
different searched methods is shown in Fig 1.3.The
methods such as SVM (Searched Vector Method),Bayesian
algorithm, Decision Tree algorithm is also implemented
with this search.

The graph for the precision and recall parameters is shown
in the following Fig 1.5.Above formula is used for finding
the precision and recall parameters of the related search.
After calculating precision and recall parameters we can
calculate the F-measure of the search.

Fig1.4. Graph for search performance with different
algorithms

VI. CONCLUSION

Context based search engine is implemented in Java
running on Windows & and more with JDK_1.7 and
Apache Tomcat Server v6.0 on eclipse-jee-luna-R-win32
as IDE. The matched results are calculated by using the
precision and recall parameters for the information
refinding.
The precision and recall values give the best answer to find
the quality of the system
.

Precision= No.of true result being matched
No.of matched result
Recall= No.of true result being matched
No.of true result
F-measure= 2 . Precisio.Recall
Precision+Recall
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Fig 1.5 Graph of precision and recall parameters
V. APPLICATIONS
Number of techniques are present now a days for the
re-finding of information that was previously searched
because the search methods
are same for the user as
th
inserting the just keyword or the related word of search at
these instances context based web searching is useful.
With the technique used above the context similarity
calculation is presented as a part of web history search
engine methodologies. The basic theme of the presented
search engine is to manage Personal Information
Management System of a user searched web pages. As the
human memory is decaying. its reinforcement is necessary.
Above implemented technique is well suited for finding the
previously searched information of a user as a part of
Personal Information Management. Number of methods
using clustering and association of context attributes, so we
can easily form the user characteristics. Decisions can be
made for the user history, user behavior, accessed
information, access context etc.

We have used the basic fundamentals for finding the
similarity of context instances and their attributes.
Selection criteria are dependent on user’s choice. Using any
web history search engine context analysis and context
annotation is the basic fundamental step. In nowadays
peoples are searching huge amount of information on the
web and saving to there system or just seen it and forgot for
a small amount of time. Numbers of search engines are
there for finding relevant information by a single search.
But sometimes we doesn’t get the exact web page for the
single search in this situation also context based search
techniques are useful. While using context as the way of
search methodologies context attributes are grouped
together to form the context instance and then after
clustering and association can be performed as the basis of
search engines. Hence we can use this search engine in
Personal Information Management.
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE
Context degradation is one of the important part as we are
dealing with the context information finding. Context
attributes value degrades along a hierarchy from specific to
general. As human memory is also degraded as the age goes
by, same like the unnecessary information present in the
context memory snapshot is also to be removed for
inserting new values of context attributes and context
instances.
Another way of improving the search engines methodology
is that context can be annotated automatically. This
technique can be used for the better analysis of inserting
and deleting the contexts for the search engines.
As context degradation gives the new context in the web
searching they also needs to go with similarity measure
findings of context attributes and context instances.
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